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Abstract. The Object-based storage is an emerging storage architecture that 
could easily fulfill multi-dimensional storage QoS requests. This paper focuses 
on providing QoS guarantees under Object storage infrastructure along the three 
most prevalent dimensions: capacity, bandwidth and latency through storage re-
source allocation and IO commands scheduling. Firstly we propose an algo-
rithm on storage resource mapping derived from Toyoda algorithm, which 
achieves efficient resource utilization through consideration of the OSDs’ serv-
ing ability. Secondly we propose an object commands scheduling mechanism 
and develop a prototype system based on the Lustre filesystem. Through adding 
timestamp to each object command and scheduling the command queue by final 
finish time, the system can efficiently fulfill the demands on latency from the 
front applications.  

1   Introduction 

As becoming more and more complicated, storage applications urgently demand 
Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees along multiple dimensions such as storage capac-
ity, data bandwidth, respond latency, reliability, security, etc [1][2][3]. For example, a 
voice over IP service requires a short latency; a VOD service requires a large capacity 
and a high bandwidth while an E-mail service may require a relatively lower capacity 
and a lower bandwidth but a higher security. Among them, capacity, bandwidth and 
latency are commonly regarded as most prevalent.  

Object Storage Device (OSD) [4][5] is an emerging storage technology in recent 
years. It offloads storage management from host operating systems to intelligent stor-
age devices and provides an object-level storage interface in contrast to the conven-
tional block-level storage interface. The OSD interface is focused on moving chosen 
low-level storage, space management, and security functions into storage devices to 
enable the creation of scalable self-managed, protected and heterogeneous shared 
storage for storage networks.  

The special architecture of Object-based storage systems achieves convenience in 
providing storage QoS guarantees [6][7][8]. It has better scalability by separating the 
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control path from data path, which makes the storage system be able to integrate large 
quantities of devices to achieve a high bandwidth. Furthermore, the front applications 
access data from the object storage devices through an object level interface. Accord-
ingly, we can use the concept of class to identify different storage applications and the 
multi-dimensional storage QoS requests can be expressed as attributes attached to 
each object. Hence, both the front clients and the end devices can be knowledgeable 
of what the front applications demand. In object-based storage systems, the end stor-
age device has computational ability, which means that the object device can adjust 
its object command queue to fulfill the application request.  

Yiping Lu [6] and Joel C.Wu [7] proposed QoS frameworks for OSD-based stor-
age system, which showed that OSD-based storage system is an ideal platform to 
provide QoS guarantees. Kevin KleinOsowski provided suggestions for improving the 
OSD specification and its ability to communicate QoS requirements [8]. His work 
concentrated only on bandwidth guarantee. StoneHenge [9] is a multi-dimensional 
storage virtualization system, which is able to multiplex multiple virtual disks with a 
distinct bandwidth, capacity, and latency attributes. But this work was based on a 
conventional cluster environment using block-level storage devices. 

The Lustre filesystem [10][11][12] runs today on many of the largest Linux clus-
ters in the world. At the root of Lustre is the concept of object storage. It is a good 
platform for testing and validating OSD concepts such as storage QoS guarantees.  

We propagate our research work in two steps to fulfill the QoS request along ca-
pacity, bandwidth and latency. Firstly we allocate the total storage resource for appli-
cation classes according to their QoS requirement. But for an actual storage system 
the workload is quite complicated and only storage resource allocation can not assure 
the access latency. Thus we also propose a scheme on command scheduling and 
propagate a prototype system to provide latency guarantee based on Lustre filesystem.  

2   Storage Resource Mapping Algorithm 

This storage resource mapping algorithm concentrates on the dimensions of capacity 
and bandwidth because various disk performance requirements can be readily trans-
lated into bandwidth requirements. According to reference [13], we have 
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In equation 1, Ti is latency of application class i, ω is the data size in the waiting 
queue, Lmax is the maximum size of a single command, B is the bandwidth for a cer-
tain physical device, which could all be acquired by experiment and experience. So 
we can translate a request on latency into that on bandwidth. We adopt the bigger one 
during resource mapping. 

2.1   Problem Statement 

Suppose there are N object devices in the storage system which provides M applica-
tion classes. Each storage application has a demand on both capacity and bandwidth 
which is beyond the ability of a single object device. Commonly one application 
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should be evenly scattered into m Bj B parts till each part could be guaranteed by a single 
object device. m Bj will be settle upon different policies according to different applica-
tion classes. Finally there will be K = mB1B+ m B2 B+…+ m BM B sub-applications in the storage 
system, and our study focuses on how does one single object serve the scattered ap-
plications when K>N.  

We use a two-dimension vector S={C, B} (C>0, B>0) to express a sub-application, 
C indicates the capacity while B indicates the bandwidth. An object device could be 
expressed by this vector too. In special, we use O, A, R to represent the original re-
source vector, allocated resource vector and reserved resource vector. We get 
O=A+R. Then we assume that the at last object device i selects n BiB sub-applications to 
serve and the result set is {SBij B, 0 < j <= nBiB}. Ideally there could be: 
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This is a multi-dimensional bin-packing problem and we propose a greedy algo-
rithm derived from Toyoda algorithm [14].  

We use <A, O> to present the included angle between vector A and vector O, 
which is assumed to be lied between ( ]π,0 . There is: 
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2.2   Storage Resource Mapping Principle 

The resource mapping should adapt to the devices’ serving ability. In virtualization 
work, the physical devices are always logically divided into storage slices for differ-
ent virtual storage applications. The resource vector of a single slice has the same 
direction as that of the whole storage device. So we should minimize the included 
angle between the allocated resource vector and the original resource vector. Through 
equation 3, our goal is to maximize Ii. Nowadays many storage systems adopt replicas 
to enhance reliability and performance, so the resource utilization needn’t be strictly 
maximized. 

We concentrate on the O, A, R of a certain object device. We calculate I for every 
received sub-application. If ||A+S|| < ||R-S||, then <O, A+S> is larger than <R-S, O>, 
we calculate I by equation 4; while if ||A+S|| > ||R-S||, <O, A+S> is smaller than      
<R-S, O>, we calculate I by equation 5. Finally, the sub-application which has the 
largest I should be chosen to be mapped on the certain object device.  
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Fig. 1. ||A+S B1B|| < ||R-S B1B||, then ∠2 is smaller than < A+SB1, BO >; ||A+S B2B|| > ||R-S B2B||, then ∠1 is 

smaller than < O, R-SB2B >. ∠1 is smaller than∠2, so at last we choose S B2B. 

2.3   Algorithm Description 

The single object device allocation algorithm could be described as below: 
 
{SBj B}:  the sub-application set. 
{O Bi}B: the object device set. 
N:  the number of object devices. 
O BiB: the original resource vector of the object device i. 
A BiB:  the allocated resource vector of the object device i. 
R BiB:  the left resource vector of the object device i. 
 
While {SBj B} != φ or there exists a available object device 

For each available element in {O BiB} 
  For each elements in {SBj B} 
  { 
   If R BiB couldn’t guarantee S, continue；  
   For a certain S, calculate I B Bby equation 4 and 5.  
  } 
  If all SBj Bcan not be served by O BiB, mark O BiB as unavailable, continue. B  B 

 Select the S for object device i according to chapter2.2. 
A BiB:=A BiB+ S, R BiB:=R BiB- S, {SBj B}={SBj B}-{S} 

} 
} 
If the OSD mapping process ends when none OSD is available, new object devices 

should be added into the OSD storage system. 

2.4   Simulation Results 

We generate N random object device vectors {O} , NP

2 
Prandom sub-application vectors 

{S} and run the mapping the OSD mapping algorithm for 500 times to get an average. 
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Table 1 indicates that our algorithm achieve better adaptation to physical device’s 
serving ability than Toyoda Weighted algorithm when achieving a good resource 
utilization. 

Table 1. Simulation results1 

N 5 10 50 100 
The algorithm 
presented here 

5.516 3.633 1.580 1.174 <A,O> 
(degree) 

Toyoda Weighted 
algorithm 

5.737 3.713 1.812 1.293 

resource utilization  
(when resource is used up) 

74.65% 83.90% 94.17% 96.30% 

3   Command Scheduling Scheme 

In this chapter we focus on command scheduling to provide access latency guarantee 
for a front application under Lustre filesystem.  

3.1   Latency Guarantee System Architecture 

The latency guarantee system is designed and implemented under the Lustre filesys-
tem, which is consisted of three parts: Clients, Metadata Servers (MDS) and Object 
Storage Targets (OST). Lustre clients run the Lustre filesystem and interact with 
OSTs for file data I/O and with MDS for namespace operations.  
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Fig. 2. The architecture of latency guarantee system 
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As shown in figure 2, the latency guarantee system is made up of four main com-
ponents. The timestamp module receives the front object commands, recording their 
arrival time. It also responds for retrieving latency attributes from the objects accord-
ing to various kinds of operations and adding which to the object command request. 
The command queue scheduling module adjusts the command queue through the 
information of the object command provided by the timestamp module. The statistic 
module will concentrate on the actual latency of the certain application and interact 
with the QoS configuration module. The QoS configuration module can set important 
parameter of the system such as common latency, coefficient for a given latency re-
quest, etc. It could indicate if the system resource is sufficient, and if the latency at-
tributes specified by users are appropriate.  

3.2   Key Technologies 

Extended object commands. Between Lustre clients and the object storage targets 
the basic communication unit struct ptlrpc_request contains Lustre request message 
and Lustre reply message, which are all of the type struct lustre_msg. It is the most 
fundamental unit of the Lustre network protocol. This data structure is logically asso-
ciated with the object command. In our implementation, the latency information is 
integrated into the lustre_msg while the arrival time of a certain command is inte-
grated into the ptlrpc_request. 

Command queue scheduling. In current Lustre system, the new arrived command 
request is directly added to the tail of the command queue. For a certain command 
request, its finish time should not be later than TPFP: 

latencyarrival
F TTT +=  (6) 

Because TBarrivalB and TBlatency B could be acquired precisely, we use TP

F
P to adjust the com-

mand queue. For the commands without QoS demand, we assume their TBlatency B to be 
the longest TBlatency B required in the whole storage system. This value could be modified 
according the statistic information. We calculate TP

F
P when receiving a new command, 

then search along the command queue from the tail to find the first command which 
has a smaller TP

F
P and insert the new coming command behind it. During this process, if 

we meet a command having the same IO object ID with the new arrival command, 
then just insert the new command right behind it. Hence, the commands in the queue 
are nearly sorted by their TP

F
P. The sequence of the commands which come from the 

same application or access the same destination has been maintained too. 

3.3   Testing Results 

In our testing environment, the client, MDS and OST are located in the same server. 
We run two applications with high workload. We give a shorter latency guarantee to 
application 1, while a longer one to application 2. Our statistics module counted that 
the latency guarantee ratio for application 1 and application 2 are 95.6% and 99.1%.  

Experiment results show that the quantity of command requests is approximately 
linear to the total recommended data buffer size, so we use IOPS to evaluate the effect 
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Fig. 3. Testing results of the latency guaranty system. The x axis presents the seconds and the y 
axis presents the IOPS. 

of latency guarantee system. We focus on application 1, its IOPS without latency 
guarantee system and that with latency guarantee system are showed as Fig 3. 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper aims at providing multi-dimensional storage QoS guarantees for an Object 
Storage System. We focus on the three most prevalent dimensions: capacity, band-
width and latency. We propose a storage resource allocation algorithm based on the 
principle of adapting to physical devices’ serving ability when achieving efficient 
storage resource utilization. Considering the complicated application workload, we 
also propose a command scheduling scheme under Lustre filesystem. Testing result 
from the prototype system shows that the command scheduling scheme is impactful.  

We will go on to study the load balancing between object devices. Command 
scheduling within the object devices is also challengeable. We will also concern about 
the emerging storage QoS dimension such as reliability, security, etc.  
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